Abstract-A queue stability analysis in a wireless multicast network with packet erasure channels is studied in this letter. In particular, a new queuing model consisting of several sub-queues is introduced, where each packet in a sub-queue is associated with an index set indicating its intended users. Our objective is to maximize the input rate under the queue stability constraints. We formulate it as a linear programming problem and propose a network coding-based packet scheduling scheme that finds the optimal solution. Finally, the simulation results corroborate our method.
queue structure and provide detailed analysis for the case of two receivers. However, there is no closed form analysis for stability conditions and the proposed queueing model is quite complicated when the number of receivers is greater than two. In [12] the authors analyzed the performance of a simple broadcast channel in terms of stable throughput region; however, the analysis is limited to the case of two users. In [13] the authors utilized the virtual queue concept and an upper bound for the maximum input rate of a stable system is introduced. Despite these studies, queue stability in network coded multicast network has not been thoroughly studied.
In this letter, we introduce a new Data-Flow model in which transition between sub-queues are denoted by a probability. Next, we propose scheduling methods for choosing appropriate network coding scheme to combine packets. Finally we formulate the problem into a linear programming problem by solving which we gain the maximum input rate while the transmitter sub-queues are guaranteed to be stable. Comparing with other existing works, our main contribution is that the network coding based Data-Flow approach provides the optimal stable input rate. Under the queue stability constraint, the input rate equals the services rate, which is also the network throughput. Therefore, the maximum stable input rate provides the maximum achievable network throughput when bounded queuing system is considered.
The rest of the letter is organized as follows. We first describe the system model in Section II. The performance analysis is provided in section III, followed by simulation validation in section IV. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a single-hop wireless multicast network where the source (transmitter) multicasts data packets to N destinations (receivers) over erasure channels. We assume packets are transmitted from the source according to a stationary process with arrival rate λ. The multiuser channels have independent fading with erasure probabilities i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). In other words, each packet is received successfully by receiver i with probability γ i = 1 − i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). We assume that (1) the erasure probabilities are fixed during the operation which corresponds to static channels (extremely slow fading channels) or stationary fast fading channels; (2) each packet transmission takes one time slot; (3) after every packet transmission, each receiver feeds back a one-bit ack/nack to the transmitter indicating whether the previously sent packet has been successfully received. A queue is considered stable if the arrival rate is less than the service rate. For queue stability analysis, we consider stationary operation when the queue distribution reaches a steady state.
In this letter, we propose a new transmitter queuing structure described as follows. The newly arrived packets are first 1558-2558 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. [13] . Apparently, the number of sub-queues (unique index sets) is 2 N − 1 so that M = 2 N − 2. Since every packet in any sub-queue occupies memory, the total queue length is
The objective is to find an optimal packet scheduling scheme that maximizes the input rate λ, subject to the queuing stability constraint (i.e. the input rate of each queue is less than its service rate). To do so, in each time slot, the transmitter employs network coding to combine packets from a group of selected sub-queues and multicasts the network coded packet to all users. In particular, the selected sub-queues must meet the following two conditions: (1) their index sets are mutually exclusive (i.e. no intersection between any two index sets) to ensure the received packet is instantly decodable at all intended users; (2) the union of these index sets is a full user set so that every network coded packet provides innovative information to all users.
For simplicity, in this letter we consider a three user scenario which has seven sub-queues. In this case, the transmitter has a total of five network coding (packet combining) schemes satisfying the above two conditions, as shown in Table I . In each time slot, the transmitter will select one of the five schemes with a certain probability. For instance, with probability P 2 , the transmitter uses network coding scheme 2 (NC 2 ) to combine packets from Q 1 and Q 6 . Fig. 1 shows the Data-Flow model for the three user case, where packets first enter Q 0 with rate λ and eventually are received by all users and leave the queuing system. Let's use Q 1 as an example. A packet from Q 1 is selected for packet combining only if the transmitter uses NC 2 . In each time slot, the transmitter selects NC 2 with probability P 2 . A packet leaving Q 1 has 4 possible outcomes: 1) Outcome 1: the packet is received by R 1 and R 2 , so the packet is received by all three receivers and leaves the queuing system with transition probability P 2 γ 1 γ 2 . 2) Outcome 2: the packet is received by R 1 but not R 2 , so the packet moves to Q 5 with transition probability P 2 γ 1 2 . 3) Outcome 3: the packet is received by R 2 but not R 1 , so the packet moves to Q 4 with transition probability P 2 1 γ 2 . 4) Outcome 4: The packet is received by none of the receivers and it stays in Q 1 with transition probability P 2 1 2 . Similarly, with the aid of Table I , we can obtain the other transition probabilities in Fig. 1 .
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we provide performance analysis to determine the maximum input rate under queuing stability constraint. While the analysis is based on Fig. 1 for three users, the results can be extended to an arbitrary number of users.
Using the Data-Flow model in Fig. 1 , the optimization problem can be cast into the following linear programming problem: max λ s.t.
where {P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 } are the optimization variables representing an optimal probability mass function (PMF), and each constraint guarantees the stability of each subqueue. In every time slot, according to this optimal PMF, the transmitter randomly chooses a NC scheme from sample space {NC 0 , NC 1 , NC 2 , NC 3 , NC 4 }. To solve problem (1), we use Simplex Method and LINGO software to find the optimal P i and λ max . Table II shows the optimal solutions with different . According to Table II , we can find out that the maximum input rate is determined by the worst channel erasure probability. In fact, in the general N-user case, we have the following capacity region:
= {λ :
which was proved in [10] for a two user case. 
A. What Happens if λ > λ max ?
If the input rate is greater than λ max , the queue length will grow unboundedly. In this case, some packets from the sub-queue(s) must be dropped to make the queuing system stable. That is, in every time slot the head-of-line packet(s) are dropped with a given probability from certain sub-queue(s). On the other hand, we solve the linear problem in (1) using LINGO optimization software, which creates a detailed Solution Report including the dual price for each constraint [14] . Specifically, for problem (1), the dual price can be interpreted as the amount of throughput improvement (i.e., λ max ) if the right-hand side (RHS) of the constraint is increased by one unit. According to the dual price vector, we can figure out the sub-queue(s) from which packets must be dropped. Meanwhile, the Slack vector in the report indicates how close it is to satisfy each constraint as an equality. Table III shows the slack and dual price vectors for problem (1) when 1 , 2 and 3 are 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Specifically, the constraint is exactly satisfied as an equality when its slack value is zero, while positive slack values indicate nonbinding constraints (for Q 1 and Q 4 ). Meanwhile, a zero dual price means that a small increase of the right-hand side of the constraint will have no effect on the optimal solution. Thus, in order to increase λ max we first apply a packet dropping rate (probability) to the constraints with nonzero dual prices. In Table III , since those nonzero dual prices are equal, there is no preference in choosing a sub-queue to enforce packet dropping. For example, in order to increase λ max from 0.7 to 0.8 with the same erasure channel, there are two options:
• Increase the RHS of constraint Q 0 , Q 2 , Q 3 , or Q 6 by 0.1 (i.e., the dropping rate of 0.1 is applied to only one sub-queue).
• Increase the RHS of all constraints Q 0 , Q 2 , Q 3 , and Q 6 by 0.025 (i.e., the dropping rate of 0.025 is applied to 4 sub-queues).
B. What Happens When N > 3?
Our Data-Flow algorithm can be extended to an arbitrary number of users, where the key is to find out all possible NC schemes that satisfy the two conditions in Section II. Specifically, the number of NC schemes is equal to the mathematical concept called "Bell number" [15] , which calculates the number of ways a set with n elements can be partitioned The head-of-line packet, p h j is transmitted from Q j .
6:
I h j is updated according to feedback.
7:
if I h j is ∅ then else if p h j is not received by any receiver then 10: p h j stays in Q j .
11:
else 12: p h j enters a new sub-queue according to its updated I h j
13:
end if 14: end for 15: end while into disjoint, non-empty subsets. The n th Bell number is given as:
where S(n, k) is the Stirling numbers of the second kind [15] :
with
For a multicast network with N users, the number of network coding schemes is S N = B(N), and Table I becomes the following S N by M matrix X.
where x i j is either 0 or 1, indicating whether in the i th NC scheme, the jth sub-queue is chosen or not. The Data-Flow model for arbitrary number of users is summarized in Algorithm 1. The complexity of Algorithm 1 has two components:
• The complexity of Simplex. At the beginning, we use the Simplex method to solve (1) . While its worst case complexity could be exponential, the Simplex method is remarkably efficient in practice. Regardlessly, the good news is that, in Algorithm 1, equation (1) is solved only once for all time slots so that this complexity is negligible when it is averaged over the total number of time slots.
• The complexity of network coding (NC).
In Algorithm 1, there are S N NC schemes and their probabilities adds up to 1. We divide [0 1] to S N partitions and generate a random number between [0 1]. Based on the partition in which the generated number is occurred, the corresponding NC scheme is selected. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is O(S N ).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the case of three users, Fig. 2 shows the maximum input rate λ max versus when the queuing system is stable. As expected, λ max decreases with . We can observe that the simulation results match our analysis very well. More importantly, our Data-Flow solution outperforms the traditional ARQ and the one proposed in [11] .
Besides queuing stability, we also study the backlog, i.e. the average number of packets in each sub-queue. Table IV shows the backlog for 1 = 0.1 and 2 = 3 = 0.2. It shows that the backlog of a sub-queue is higher if its index set consists of a receiver with higher channel loss.
In Algorithm 1, based on the optimal PMF, the transmitter randomly chooses a NC scheme regardless of the status of the involved sub-queues. In fact, it is possible that the chosen sub-queues are all empty so that the time slot is wasted (i.e., idle transmitter). To avoid this, we further propose the Improved Data-Flow algorithm. That is, in the case of idle transmitter, another NC scheme will be selected (based on the same PMF) until the transmitter has something to send or the entire queuing system is empty. Fig. 3(a) shows the probability of idle transmitter versus λ (λ ∈ ) for both Data-Flow and Improved Data-Flow algorithms. Similarly, Fig. 3(b) shows the total queue length Q T versus λ. In both figures, we can clearly see that the improved Data-Flow algorithm can significantly reduce the likelihood of idle transmitter and the total queue length.
V. CONCLUSION In this letter we proposed a new queueing model for wireless multicast network and developed a network coding based packet scheduling algorithm. Both analytical and simulations results show the effectiveness of our proposed solution.
In future work, we will extend this study to the case with imperfect/partial user feedback.
